The orphan receptor SHP and the three-hybrid interference assay.
The three-hybrid interference method described here is similar to previous interference assays based on the two-hybrid system. In these approaches the presence of a third protein disrupts the interaction between the two different hybrid proteins. The three-hybrid interference assay circumvents a potential problem that arises when the third protein is itself a direct transcriptional repressor by preventing the decrease in transcriptional readout that could occur if the third protein is recruited indirectly to the two-hybrid protein complex. This three-hybrid method should be applicable to any third protein that is a transcriptional repressor. To use this method to explore the effects of such repressors on protein-protein interactions, however, it is important to confirm that the VP16-repressor fusion does not retain active repressor function. It is also appropriate to compare the effects of the VP16-repressor fusion to those with the repressor alone. Finally, it is essential to confirm any conclusions from this or any other single method to study protein-protein interactions with alternative independent approaches.